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Abstract—Previous studies have shown that the best way to
achieve high throughput/Watt of a single threaded application
is by running it on an asymmetric multicore processor (AMP).
AMPs feature cores that are tuned for speciﬁc workload characteristics. To increase efﬁciency, the core that offers the best
power-performance trade-off for the executing thread is chosen.
To reduce the overhead of thread migration, we have previously
proposed a morphable core that can morph into multiple core
types. In this study, apart from power-performance efﬁciency,
we also consider the reliability of the different core types as
indicated by their vulnerability to soft-errors. We show that
the best core type for power-efﬁciency may not be the best
for reliability. Accordingly, we develop a multi-objective thread
migration strategy to determine the best core type considering
power efﬁciency and reliability. To support runtime decision
making, we have developed online estimators for reliability and
power efﬁciency based on performance monitoring counters. In
keeping with the existing literature, we use the architectural
vulnerability factor (AVF) as the metric for reliability and
instructions-per-second2 /Watt as the metric for power efﬁciency.
For the multi-objective optimization we use a Cobb-Douglas
production function. Our results indicate that the proposed
runtime mechanism for reliability and power-efﬁciency improves,
on the average, the throughput/Watt of applications by 24% and
reduces the Soft-Error Rate (SER) by 12% compared to the best
static execution.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

As the focus in the microprocessor industry has shifted
from high performance computing to energy efﬁcient computing, Asymmetric Multi-core Processors (AMPs) proved
to offer a viable path forward. AMPs consist of a set of
diverse cores where each core is specialized for power and
performance characteristics to suit speciﬁc application needs
[1], [2]. Resource needs of a typical workload change during
the course of its execution. Thus, to remain power efﬁcient,
an application needs to hop from one core type to another.
There has been a number of prior publications to address
dynamic core hopping for maximizing power efﬁciency of an
AMP [3], [4], [5], [6]. There are two lines of research in
this direction. The ﬁrst assumes that the cores in an AMP
are distinct, executing multiple concurrent workloads. The
optimization here focuses on thread swapping. In the second
line of research, it is assumed that each core can dynamically
reconﬁgure into different core types requiring power gating or
powering on of various units or resource banks. The issues
here are: (i) what is the best core type to switch into, and (ii)
what is the best instruction granularity for switching.
In this paper, we follow the second approach and consider
dynamic core reconﬁguration from the perspectives of both
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throughtput/Watt and vulnerability to soft-errors. Recent research has shown that diversity in resource needs within an application can be catered to by having distinct core types which
address different processor bottlenecks [3]. These core types
are non-monotonic where each core has different performance
and power characteristics. It was further shown that more
opportunities for power savings exist at ﬁne grain instruction
granularity but this relies on online core reconﬁguration to
minimize switching overhead [4]. Our target core features
four core conﬁguration modes (CCMs) which were chosen
speciﬁcally because of their demonstrated performance/Watt
beneﬁts. Each CCM represents a partial reconﬁguration of
the core involving (i) resizing resources through power-gating,
and/or (ii) changing voltage and frequency.
Power efﬁciency and vulnerability to soft-error often lead
to a trade-off in core reconﬁguration. For example, a workload
that exhibits frequent cache misses achieves a higher power
efﬁciency under lower voltage and frequency conditions that
lead to a reduced power without a decrease in performance
as the performance bottleneck is the result of cache misses
and not low frequency. Even though this may improve power
efﬁciency, it also leads to greater vulnerability to soft-error
due to the lower voltage. Recent literature has shown that
reduced feature sizes and aggressive power management lead
to increased soft error rate (SER) [7], [8]. Other studies report
adverse impact of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) on SER [9], [10], [11], [12]. This paper is the ﬁrst to
investigate dynamic core reconﬁguration with non-monotonic
core types for optimizing two objectives simultaneously: improving throughput/Watt and reducing vulnerability to soft
errors. Given that a thread is running on a certain core type,
if by switching to a different core type the power efﬁciency
can be improved without increasing the soft-error vulnerability,
we should always do so. Similarly, if switching to another
core conﬁguration mode can reduce the soft-error vulnerability
without decreasing the power efﬁciency, we should always
do so. This approach ultimately leads to choices where we
cannot improve one of these objectives without sacriﬁcing the
other one. We use a Cobb-Douglas production function [13]
for trading-off competing optimization goals.
Measuring power efﬁciency and soft-error vulnerability
requires quantitative metrics. For power efﬁciency we use
IPS2 /Watt, where IPS represents the number of instructions
executed per second. Soft error vulnerability is measured in
terms of Architecture Vulnerability Factor (AVF) introduced
in [14]. The AVF of a processor depends on the utilization of
processor structures during runtime. Prior research has shown
that AVF varies at instruction granularities within applications
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[15]. AVF sensitivity to microarchitectural resource sizes was
studied in [16]. These studies demonstrate that AVF varies
from workload to workload and for a given workload, it
varies from one CCM to another. Thus, in a dynamic core
reconﬁguration, there is a need to measure AVF online and
take proactive actions, which is a one of the contributions of
this paper.
We summarize the contributions of our work below:
•

We present a runtime mechanism for dynamically switching among non-monotonic core types, at
ﬁne grain granularity for simultaneously balancing
throughput/Watt and SER.

•

We present a runtime estimation mechanism for estimating the throughput/Watt and AVF of all CCMs.
This mechanism estimates throughput/Watt and AVF
in each of the CCMs that are micro-architecturally
different and run at different voltage/frequency, using
the performance monitoring counters (PMCs) of the
host CCM.

•

We present a comparative study of the proposed
runtime scheme against several other alternatives to
demonstrate its efﬁciency.
II.

R ELATEDW ORK

In this section we summarise selected prior research works
on asymmetric multicores, reconﬁgurable architectures, thread
scheduling in AMPs and run time AVF computations which
are relevant to our proposed approach.
A. Asymmetric Multicore Processors (AMPs)
Prior research on AMPs has shown the need for having the
right set of core types that can improve the performance and
lower the energy of both single-threaded and multi-threaded
applications [1], [6], [17], [18]. Kumar et al. proposed having a
right mix of heterogeneous cores such that each program phase
of an application is mapped to a core that achieves the largest
power reduction and performance improvement [1]. Navada
et al. targeted accelerating single-threaded workloads by performing complete design space exploration and ﬁnding a set
of heterogeneous cores that would maximize performance/Watt
[3]. Suleman et al. proposed AMP architectures consisting of a
big core and several small cores where the big core is used to
eliminate serial bottlenecks [19]. The above AMP architectures
are designed to switch at coarse grain instruction granularity or
granularity of application phase change. The penalty of thread
switching is high in these architectures, and consequently, they
are unable to take advantage of power reduction opportunities
at ﬁne instruction granularity.
B. Reconﬁgurable Architectures
Previous research has explored core reconﬁguration at run
time to better adapt to changing demands of applications and
improve performance/Watt [4], [5], [6], [20]. Fusing of several
smaller cores to a bigger Out-of-order (OOO) core at run time
is explored in [6], [20]. A reconﬁgurable architecture that can
support ﬁne grain switching to improve performance/Watt of
applications has been recently proposed in [4], [5]. Lukefahr

et al. have proposed an architecture in which, an OOO core
is turned into an InOrder (InO) core at run time at ﬁne
grain instruction slices [4]. The above reconﬁgurable core
can only switch between two extreme architectures (OOO
and InO). Switching between only these extreme architectures
does not cater to the demands of all applications. Srinivasan
et al. proposed a dynamic heterogeneous architecture that
reconﬁgures among multiple CCMs, with different voltage
and frequency [21]. It was shown that DVFS combined with
resource scaling, provides improved performance/Watt when
switching at ﬁne granularity. All the above works have considered switching between different CCMs for improving performance or performance/Watt. The need for dynamic microarchitecture reconﬁguration to balance power, performance and
reliability in heterogeneous cores has also been discussed in
[22], [23]. However, these papers do not present a complete
on-line solution for dynamic reconﬁguration at ﬁne granularity
as presented in this work.
C. Thread-to-Core Mapping in AMPs
Prior research has employed performance counter (PMC)
based online thread to core mapping schemes. In these
schemes, the power and performance of threads on different
AMP core types are estimated using PMC statistics which are
collected on the host core [2], [4], [17]. In this work we follow
this approach for online power/performance computation but
ours differs in the following ways. Unlike previous works
which estimate performance/power on the same core or consider only two core modes (OOO and InO), we allow a larger
number of AMP CCMs, which are architecturally different
and differ in voltage/frequency. Our online scheme estimates
power and performance in all the CCMs using the PMCs of
the current CCM unlike prior reconﬁgurable architectures that
consider only performance when making online decisions [4].
D. Runtime AVF Computation
The probability that a soft error will lead to a user visible
error is computed based on the processor’s AVF. The soft
error rate (SER) of a system is computed as the product of
the raw SER and individual components’ AVFs [14]. Prior
works have shown how AVF may be estimated during runtime
using a set of PMCs [14], [24]. Biswas et al. proposed
quantized AVF estimation to track AVF variations at ﬁne
grain granularity using a few PMCs. They then showed that
the AVF of processor components such as ROB, LSQ and
IQ, vary signiﬁcantly during the course of program execution
[15]. Soundararajan et al. studied the frequency and voltage
impact on SER when applying DVFS [9]. They concluded
that using only performance/Watt goals to choose an operating
point for DVFS will not lead to improved system reliability.
Prior works have developed online estimation schemes for
computing AVF for a single core. In this work we develop
linear regression based expressions for estimating the AVFs
of all the CCMs which are architecturally different and run at
different voltage/frequency using the PMCs of the host CCM.
III.

P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE

As the cores in an AMP are power constrained, a core cannot be designed such that it operates at the highest frequency
and at the same time has large micro-architectural features.
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C ORE PARAMETERS

F (GHz)
/V (Volt)
1.6/0.8
2/1
1.4/0.8
1.2/0.7

Buffer size
(IQ,LSQ,ROB)
36,128,128
24,64,64
48,128,256
12,16,16

Width
(fetch,issue)
4,4
2,2
4,4
1,1

For example, to support applications with high ILP, the size
of ILP extracting buffers should be increased or the width
of the pipeline should be resized. These changes may require
additional circuits which in turn may require reducing the core
frequency due to the thermal dissipation limit (TDP). Thus,
designing AMP cores requires careful balancing of microarchitectural parameters.
Prior works have performed AMP core sizing to relieve
processor performance bottlenecks using design space exploration [3], [21]. They found that if there is only one core
type, it would resemble an existing commercial super-scalar
OOO core, where the core parameters are chosen to strike a
balance between achieving sufﬁcient ILP and the frequency.
The alternate cores are accelerator core types that would be
designed to relieve bottlenecks that arise in the base core. In
contrast, we consider a single core that dynamically morphs
into four core conﬁguration modes (CCMs), shown in Table I,
as in [21]. As the objective of this work is to develop an online
scheme to effectively assign threads to different core types to
strike a balance between throughput/Watt and reliability, the
CCMs in Table I are only representatives of how diverse the
CCMs could be. Our approach can be extended to other ﬂavors
of CCMs.
We observe from Table I that along with an average OOO
(CCMA) mode which is our baseline core, the design choices
include: (i) a narrow core mode (CCMN) that has smaller
fetch/issue width but higher frequency, targeting application
phases with low ILP and accelerating sequential phases; (ii) a
larger window core mode (CCML) that has increased window
size and targets applications with window bottleneck; and (iii)
a small core (CCMS) that caters to low performance phases at
ﬁne grain instruction granularity (as observed in [4]) and also
beneﬁts benchmarks which have high branch mis-prediction
rates. For our reconﬁgurable architecture, we do not change
the cache content to avoid costly cache migration overhead.
We have ﬁxed the D-cache size to 64KB and the L2 cache
size to 2MB.
A. Dynamic Reconﬁgurable Core
A high-level view of our reconﬁgurable micro-architecture
is shown in Figure 1. As the IPC varies at ﬁne granularity, the
usage of various processor resources, such as ROB, LSQ and
IQ, also varies. To aid in ﬁne grain switching between different
CCMs, we have a single processor core whose resources are
banked; they can be turned on or off and the frequency can be
raised or lowered to conﬁgure the core to each of CCMs shown
in Table I. The four CCMs have different buffer sizes, varying
fetch and issue widths and run at different frequencies. However, they all have the same cache size to enable fast switching
thus taking every available opportunity for energy saving or
performance improvement. For the proposed architecture to
seamlessly move between four different core conﬁgurations,
we have implemented banked structures for ROB, LSQ and
IQ. Each bank unit in a buffer can be independently powered
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IPC

% Average error in estimating
IPC/Power

TABLE I.
Core Conﬁguration
Mode
CCMA
CCMN
CCML
CCMS

Power

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
PMC CCMA ->
(IPC,Power)

PMC CCMN ->
(IPC,Power)

PMC CCML ->
(IPC,Power)

PMC CCMS ->
(IPC,Power)

Fig. 2. Average error in estimating power/IPC across all CCMs using the
PMCs of the host CCM. For example, PMC CCMA ⇒ (IPC,Power) denotes
the average error in estimating power and IPC on all other CCMs using the
PMCs of CCMA.

on/off. The size of the banks for ROB, LSQ and IQ need
to be designed carefully. Too small a bank might result in
signiﬁcant overhead in terms of layout area and design cost.
Prior research has shown that having larger bank sizes might
lead to increased energy consumption whereas bank sizes of
8, 16 or 32 have limited energy consumption [25]. Based on
these considerations, we set the bank size for ROB and LSQ
to be 8 and for IQ to be 16.
IV.

O NLINE M ANAGEMENT OF THE R ECONFIGURABLE
A RCHITECTURE

We have implemented a run time management scheme that
uses PMCs to select the core to reconﬁgure into. To strike a
trade-off between power and performance in choosing the right
CCM, we compute the metric IPS2 /Watt of all the CCMs.
Unlike the commonly used energy efﬁciency metric IPS/Watt,
the IPS2 /Watt assigns a higher weight to performance and will
more likely avoid switching to a CCM that reduces power
considerably but also lowers signiﬁcantly the performance
[26]. To compute IPS2 /Watt online, we use PMCs to estimate
the power and performance for all the CCMs. Likewise, we
use PMCs to predict the AVF for all the CCMs, which would
allow us to compute the SER. A key novelty in this work is that
we need to estimate IPS2 /Watt and AVF for all other CCMs,
using the PMCs of the host CCM, unlilke previous works that
compute AVF or power/IPC only on the same core.
A. Power and Performance Estimation using PMCs
We compute power and performance on-line for all the
CCMs using a few PMCs that have high correlation to power.
These PMCs have been identiﬁed in [2], [27] and include: IPC
counter, cache activity counters (L1 and L2 cache misses/hits),
branch misprediction counter and instructions fetched counters
to track the power dissipated due to wrong path speculative
instructions. We also monitor counters related to individual
types of instruction executed (e.g., integer, ﬂoating-point, load,
store and branch) which would help to estimate the power of
the resources used by these instructions. Finally, we consider
stall counters that track the buffer stalls due to lack of
free entries in LSQ, IQ and ROB. These counter values are
collected at ﬁne grain instruction granularity of 2K instruction.
Linear regression expressions are then derived to estimate
power and performance for each of the CCMs. To derive the
linear expressions we chose a set of 8 training workloads from
SPEC2006 benchmark [28] whose application phases have
afﬁnity to one of the CCMs. The training workloads include
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High-level view of the reconﬁgurable architecture. The shaded units are reconﬁgured during run time.

TABLE II.

ACCURACY OF PERFORMANCE AND POWER ESTIMATION
ACROSS ALL CCM S

Core conﬁguration
mode
PMC CCMA ⇒ IPC/Power
PMC CCMN ⇒ IPC/Power
PMC CCML ⇒ IPC/Power
PMC CCMS ⇒ IPC/Power

R2 coefﬁcient
(IPC)
0.84
0.79
0.83
0.85

TABLE III.

ACCURACY OF AVF ESTIMATION ACROSS ALL CCM S
R2 coefﬁcient

Core conﬁgurational
Mode
PMC CCMA ⇒ AVF
PMC CCMN ⇒ AVF
PMC CCML ⇒ AVF
PMC CCMS ⇒ AVF

R2 coefﬁcient
(power)
0.91
0.94
0.90
0.92

0.92
0.84
0.85
0.81

PMC CCMS -> AVF CCMS

PMC CCMS -> AVF CCML

PMC CCMS -> AVF CCMA

PMC CCMS -> AVF CCMN

Number of samples(%)

14

estimating AVF

% Average error in

16
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
PMC CCMA -> PMC CCMN -> PMC CCML -> PMC CCMS ->
AVF
AVF
AVF
AVF

Fig. 3. Average error in estimating AVF in all the CCMs using the PMCs
of the host CCM. E.g., PMC CCMA ⇒ AVF denotes the average error in
estimating the AVF for all the other CCMs using the PMCs of CCMA.

sjeng, h264ref, soplex, omnetpp, bzip2, namd, gobmk and
hmmer. The correlation coefﬁcient (R2 ) provides a statistical
measure of goodness of ﬁt of the regression line. Higher R2
values indicate a high correlation between the estimated value
and the selected PMCs. We obtained an average R2 value of
0.91 and 0.82, for the power and performance, respectively,
as shown in Table II. Table II shows the average R2 obtained
when estimating power and IPC across different CCMs using
the PMCs of the host CCM. The accuracy in estimating
power/performance is shown in Figure 2, for a mix of 17
workloads combining SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 benchmarks
[28]. In this ﬁgure we show the average error in estimating
power and performance for each of other CCMs using the
PMC of the host CCM. The average error in estimating
performance and power is 16% and 8%, respectively, across
all CCMs. While this error may be considered high, what
we are concerned about is making the right decision about
which CCM to run on. It has been shown that the accuracy of
decisions that is based on the relative values of the estimations,
is much higher than the estimations themselves [29].
B. AVF Estimation using PMCs
As was proposed in [15] we use PMCs to track the AVF of
the three buffers (ROB, LSQ and IQ) in each of CCMs using
the PMCs of the host CCM. The counters used to estimate
AVF include store buffer utilization, ROB utilization, branch

95
85
75
65
55
45
35
25
15
5
-5
-100%

-50%

0%

50%

100%

% Deviation of error from mean

Fig. 4. Distribution of error when using the PMCs of CCMS to compute the
AVF for all other CCMs.

miss-prediction, IQ utilization, ROB empty cycles and stores
ﬂushed before DTLB response. Linear regression expressions
were then derived for estimating the AVF in each of the CCMs.
The same set of training workloads were chosen as mentioned
earlier for power/performance estimation to derive trained
expressions to compute AVF online. Due to high correlation
of the above mentioned counters with AVF, an average R2
value of 0.86, considering all CCMs, is obtained as shown
in Table III. Table III shows the average R2 obtained when
estimating AVF across different CCMs using the PMCs of the
host CCM. The accuracy in estimating the AVF across different
CCMs is shown in Figure 3, for a mix of SPEC2000 and
SPEC2006 benchmarks [28]. We observe that the average error
in estimating AVF is 11%, across all CCMs. The instantaneous
error during run time may be higher for some time intervals.
To this end we analyzed the temporal distribution of the error,
shown in Figure 4. For the sake of brevity, we show in Figure 3
only the error distribution for CCMS which had the worst case
average error. Figure 4 shows that for 75% of sample points
the error is within ± 15% from the mean. This indicates that
the error at the time of decision making is not high.
C. Metrics to Achieve Trade-off between Throughput/Watt and
Reliability
Our on-line scheme consists of estimating the performance/Watt and SER online using PMCs as discussed previously. IPS2 /Watt of all the CCMs are computed online using
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The Raw SER dpends on the voltage and frequency.
Scaling of voltage has an exponential relationship with soft
errors, where lower voltage leads to increased error rate [30],
[31]. Previous studies have shown that SER has a linear
relationship with frequency [31], [32]. We therefore, express
the RAW SER as a function of both voltage and frequency as
shown below [31]:
Raw SER(f,v) = (f /fmax ) × e−c0 (v−vmax ) * Raw SER0
where fmax and vmax are the maximum voltage and frequency
values for the core, respectively, and c0 is a constant coefﬁcent
[31]. Raw SER0 is the SER computed at maximum voltage
and frequency. The decision to switch between the CCMs is
made by computing a reliability power efﬁciency (RPE) metric
online. The proposed RPE metric follows the Cobb-Douglas
function [13] to trade off between two simultaneous objectives,
namely, IPS2 /Watt and SER.
RP E =(IPS2 /Watt)a × (Effective SER)−b
The exponents a and b are weights that control RPE, where a
and b are positive numbers such that a+b=1. Normalization of
IPS2 /Watt and Effective SER is necessary, as RPE is a dimensionless metric. The calculated IPS2 /Watt and Effective SER
are normalized to their values for the baseline CCM (CCMA).
Sensitivity analysis was performed to determine common
values for a and b across all CCMs. Individually we analyzed
each CCM and found out the values of a and b that provides
the maximum value for the RPE function. We then computed
a weighted average taking into account workload occupancies
in each of the CCMs to arrive at common weights for a and
b across CCMs that maximizes the function RPE. Figure 5
shows the RPE value against a. It can be observed that RPE
is maximized at values a = 0.6 and b = 0.4. The values of the
weights could also be set based on the designers requirements
as discussed in the result section.
For runtime management, the RPE metric is computed
online for each CCM every 2K instructions interval. We call
this scheme, PMC RPE. Please note that the RPE computation
on current CCM and other CCMs is based on PMCs that
are available only for the current execution mode. A decision
to switch conﬁguration is based on maximizing RPE across
CCMs. To prevent too frequent switching from one CCM to
another, the potential gain in RPE from switching core modes
must exceed a certain threshold. The target threshold was
found to be 4% based on a sensitivity study.
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4.5
4
3.5
RPE

the PMCs of the current CCM. The effective SER of each
CCM is then computed as shown below [14]:
Effective SER = AV F × Raw SER
Since not all soft errors affect the output, the Effective SER is
derived from the Raw SER by multiplying it by the AVF of
the processor. The Raw SER is the total expected bit ﬂip rate
in the processor due to soft errors. The AVF is a function
of the number of processor state bits that are required for
architecturally correct execution [14]. These bits are called
Architecturally Correct Execution (ACE) bits. Bits that are
not critical to program execution are termed as unACE bits
and they include, for example, discarded bits due to misspeculation.

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Varying values of exponent a

Fig. 5.

Sensitivity study showing the RPE as a function of the exponent a.

V.

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

A. Simulator and Benchmarks
We evaluate our proposed scheme using the Gem5 cycle
accurate simulator [33] integrated with McPAT power model
[34]. A modiﬁed Gem5 simulator was used to collect AVF information and power values online. SPEC2006 and SPEC2000
benchmarks were used for our experiments which were cross
compiled for Alpha ISA with -O2 optimization. We ran our
experiments for 4 billion instructions after skipping the ﬁrst 2
billion.
B. Reconﬁguration Overhead
In our proposed scheme, the core reconﬁguration takes
place at ﬁne granularity of 2K instructions. To check the
viability of reconﬁguration at ﬁne granularity, we must evaluate
the overhead involved in core reconﬁguration. The CCMs
operate at different voltage/frequency and each time there is
a CCM switch, we must take into account the penalty for
changing the voltage and frequency. Kim et al. proposed an
on-chip regulator that can support voltage scaling at the order
of hundreds of processor cycles [35]. We assume therefore,
a DVFS latency of 200 cycles as estimated in [35]. We also
estimate the overheads associated with power-gating/power-up
of banked buffer resources when switching from one CCM
to another. Power-gating the banks does not consume any
dynamic power and the static power consumption in these
banked resources is small. Power-gating a particular bank takes
tens of cycles [25]. The bank that was chosen to be turned off
is the one that has the least entries. If the bank selected to
be turned off is not empty, the entries in the bank need to be
vacated before turning off.
An on-chip controller is used for the run time PMC
collection and for making core reconﬁguration decisions. The
controller periodically collects the PMC values for power,
performance and AVF computation. It contains a multiply and
accumulate unit (MAC) unit to perform these computations and
we assume that the MAC unit is pipelined and can perform
1 MAC operation per cycle. We have included the overhead
for these MAC operations. Once the mode switch decision is
made, the controller needs to set the voltage and frequency
registers with new values and initiate a CCM switch which
incurs an additional overhead. Taking into account all the
above overheads, the total overhead is conservatively estimated
to be 500 cycles with the actual overhead calculated in run
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R ESULTS

A. Throughput/Watt and SER results
We evaluated the beneﬁts of the proposed scheme using
our 4-CCM architecture and compared the obtained throughput/Watt and SER to those of the baseline core, the CCMA.
Figure 6 shows the improvements in IPS/Watt across all
benchmarks using our PMC RPE scheme. We observe that on
average, an IPS/Watt beneﬁt of 24% is achieved. Benchmarks
which are highly control bound (e.g., astar, sjeng) incur more
stalls due to branch mispredictions. During periods of high
misprediction, these benchmarks deliver the best throughput/Watt in the CCMS mode, as higher frequency or buffer
resources do not address this bottleneck. Similarly, memory
intensive benchmarks (e.g., mcf, soplex, libquantum) contain
low ILP phases due to signiﬁcant data L2/TLB misses. These
phases achieve better throughput/Watt in CCMN or CCMS.
As benchmarks like mcf have independent loads, the CCMN
mode with reduced resources sizes and increased frequency
helps to improve performance. On the other hand, compute
bound benchmarks (e.g., bzip2, hmmer and h264ref) have high
IPC resulting in window bottleneck and thus prefer to execute
on CCML as the performance of these benchmarks is limited
by buffer resources and issue width.
The decrease in Effective SER compared to running in the
baseline CCM across all benchmarks, is shown in Figure 7.
An Effective SER reduction of 12% is achieved compared to
the baseline. Figure 8 shows the time spent in each of the
CCM, demonstating that the CCMs are well utilized across all
benchmarks.
There is trade-off between throughput/Watt improvement
and Effective SER reduction as explained below. Memory
intensive workloads, such as libquantum, that have a high L2
miss rate and numerous parallel loads show high occupancy
in CCMS and CCMN. When run on the baseline CCMA,
libquantum has enough memory level parallelism to use the
buffer resources but occupancy of instructions in the shadow
of L2 misses increases as well. This would lead to increased
SER (resulting from increased AVF) when operated on the
baseline CCM. If these sections of the program can be run
on CCMS, it can provide a reduced SER (lower AVF) and a
higher throughput/Watt compared to CCMA. For libquantum
we obtain 12% SER reduction and 26% improvement in
throughput/Watt compared to the baseline core (CCMA) as
shown in Figures 7 and 6.
Another memory intensive benchmark (mcf) shows a different behavior from libquantum as it experiences a signiﬁcant number of branch miss-predictions dependent L2 misses.
Branch miss-predicts instructions are not part of ACE bits and
thus do not affect AVF. Thus, benchmarks like mcf use CCMN
to accelerate independent loads with increased frequency, but
obtain lower SER reduction compared to libquantum, as the
occupancy of ACE bits is still limited by the miss-predicted
branches which do not affect AVF. For mcf we obtain 5.3%
reduction in SER and 34% improvement in throughput/Watt

% Average increase in
IPS/Watt compared to bseline
OOO(CCMA) core
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Fig. 6.
% Average increase in IPS/Watt compared to the baseline
OOO(CCMA) using PMC RPE scheme
% Average reduction in SER
compared to baseline
OOO(CCMA) core

time taking into account draining of a bank resources. We also
show in the results section, the impact of a higher switching
overhead.











Fig. 7.
% Average decrease in Effective SER compared to baseline
OOO(CCMA) while switching based on PMC RPE scheme

compared to the baseline as shown in Figures 7 and 6.
Compute bound applications such as hmmer have high ILP
and would prefer the CCML mode. However, higher ILP in
compute bound applications could cause the processor to bring
more instructions into the pipeline, resulting in an increase
in the number of ACE bits and thus increasing AVF. CCML
operates at a lower frequency but a similar voltage compared to
the baseline CCMA. Voltage and frequency scaling can have
contrasting effect on Effective SER as explained previously
for each of the CCMs. Thus, switching into a new CCM
can increase AVF over the baseline but might not increase
RAW SER. For hmmer we obtain 5% reduction in SER
and 16% improvement in throughput/Watt. Figure 9 shows
the overall average improvement in IPS/Watt, performance
increase (6%) and Effective SER decrease compared to the
baseline.
We also experimented with different weight factors for
the RPE function above and below our chosen values, to
compare the improvement in throughput/Watt and average SER
reduction for different weight factors. Figure 10 compares
three different weight factors for the RPE function. Changing
the values of a and b to 0.7 and 0.3, respectively, results in an
increase in IPS/Watt by 4% and a decrease in Effective SER
by 6% over the previous values of a=0.6 and b=0.4. Increasing
the weight of SER to b=0.6, results in a 3% further SER
reduction but an 8% lower IPS/Watt increase compared to the
chosen weight factors. Based on the importance of a particular
metric to the designer, the weight factors can be modiﬁed to
achieve the required IPS/Watt increase and SER reduction.
B. Comparison to Alternative Switching Schemes
We compare our PMC RPE scheme with three other
schemes, namely, oracular scheme (Oracular), PMC-based
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Fig. 9. Increase in throughput/Watt, performance and decrease in Effective SER while switching based on PMC RPE scheme compared to the
baseline OOO(CCMA).

coarse-grain switching scheme (CoarseGrain RPE) and PMCbased ﬁne-grain switching scheme (PMC IPS2 /Watt). The
oracular scheme is implemented such that, every 2K instruction
an oracle determines what is the best CCM to switch into
for the next 2K instructions. This scheme provides an upperbound as it can not be implemented in practice. As seen from
Figure 11, the oracular scheme achieves a 11% higher average
IPS/Watt and 4% higher average SER reduction compared to
our ﬁne grain (PMC RPE) scheme. The CoarseGrain RPE
scheme makes switching decision using the RPE metric at
coarse grain granularity of 1M instructions and it can not
take advantage of power beneﬁts at ﬁne granularity. AVF also
varies at ﬁne granularity but these changes are not captureed by
this scheme. CoarseGrain RPE achieves 8% lower IPS/Watt
a=0.4,b=0.6

a=0.6, b=0.4

a=0.7, b=0.3

30
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Fig. 10. Variation in Throughput/Watt, performance and Effective SER while
switching based on PMC RPE scheme.
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Reconﬁguration overhead and its impact on throughput/Watt gains.

compared to the PMC RPE scheme. The PMC IPS2 /Watt
scheme would try to switch into a CCM that provides higher
power efﬁciency without loosing much in performance. This
scheme does not consider SER while switching. Switching
based on IPS2 /Watt provides 7% more IPS/Watt than the
PMC RPE scheme as its only goal is to ﬁnd a CCM that
improves throughput/Watt. We also obtain 6% reduction in
Effective SER compared to the PMC RPE scheme.

C. Reconﬁguration Overhead
We demonstrate the impact of increasing reconﬁguration
overhead on IPS/Watt in Figure 12. The overhead of mode
reconﬁguration is highly design dependent and we show the
impact of a higher overhead on the throughput/Watt. As
mentioned earlier, the average mode reconﬁguration overhead
was assumed to be 500 cycles but the actual overhead may
vary taking into account draining of banked resources during a CCM switch. Figure 12 shows how an increase in
reconﬁguration overhead would affect the IPS/Watt using our
PMC RPE scheme. At an overhead of 1K cycles, the IPS/Watt
decreases by 3% compared to its value for 500 cycles. As
the overhead further increases to 5K cycles, an IPS/Watt gain
of 16% is achieved with a 7% reduction compared to its
value for an overhead of 500 cycles. We also counted the
number of switches taken by our reconﬁgurable architecture.
We observed that for our selected instruction granularity of 2K
instructions, we obtain 9200 switches per 100M instructions,
i.e, our probability of making a mode switch is 18.4% every
2K instructions.
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VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an online management
scheme for a reconﬁgurable architecture that strives to achieve
a balance between power efﬁciency and reliability. The target
reconﬁgurable architecture features four non-monotonic core
conﬁgurations with varied micro-architectural resources, voltage and frequency. SER and throughput/Watt change rapidly
during the course of program execution. The proposed runtime
management scheme estimates on-line the power, performance
and AVF based on a few performance counters to determine
which is the best CCM to run on for improving both power
efﬁciency and AVF. Our results indicate that having diverse
non-monotonic core types can increase the throughput/Watt of
application by 24% while also providing a 12% reduction in
SER compared to static execution on the baseline core.
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